In Real-time system, utilization based schedulability test is a common approach to determine whether or not tasks can be admitted without violating deadline requirements. The exact problem has previously been proven intractable even upon single processors; sufficient conditions are presented here for determining whether a given periodic task system will meet all deadlines if scheduled non-preemptively upon a multiprocessor platform using the earliest-deadline first scheduling algorithm. Many real-time scheduling algorithms have been developed recently to reduce affinity in the portable devices that use processors. Extensive power aware scheduling techniques have been published for energy reduction, but most of them have been focused solely on reducing the processor affinity. The non-preemptive scheduling of periodic task systems upon processing platforms comprised of several same processors is considered.
Introduction
Based on the functional criticality of jobs, real-time system are of two types, periodic tasks and aperiodic tasks [1] . Periodic tasks are time driven and recur at regular intervals called the period. Aperiodic tasks are event driven and activated only when certain events occur. The necessary condition is that real-time tasks must be completed before their deadlines for a system to be successful.
The problem of scheduling such tasks upon a single processor (CPU) so that all the deadlines are met has been widely studied in the literature and is now well understood. The most important point in this direction being that an optimal online scheduler, commonly known as Earliest Deadline First (EDF), has been derived.
Earliest-deadline first is a priority-based scheduler which assigns priorities to jobs so that the shorter the absolute deadline of a job the higher its priority. This scheduler is optimal with the interpretation that if a periodic constrained-deadline task system can be successfully scheduled with another scheduler upon a single CPU, then it can also be successfully scheduled using earliest-deadline first. However, a very large number of applications nowadays turns out to be executed upon more than one CPU for practical and economic reasons due to the advent of multicore technologies. For such applications, even though earliest-deadline first is no longer optimal [8] , much recent work gave rise to multiple investigations and thus many alternative algorithms based on this scheduling policy have been developed due to its optimality upon uniprocessor platforms [13] . Most results have been derived under either comprehensive or partitioned scheduling techniques. Over the years, the preemptive periodic constraineddeadline task model [9] has proven remarkably useful for the modeling of recurring processes that occur in hard real-time computer application systems, where the failure to satisfy any constraint may have disastrous consequences.
In comprehensive scheduling [4] , all the tasks are stored in a single priority-ordered queue and the comprehensive scheduler selects for execution the highest priority tasks from this queue. In this framework, tasks are allowed to migrate at runtime from one CPU to another in order to complete their executions [6, 3] .
Regarding this kind of schedulers, an important issue consists in deriving an precise schedulability test by exploiting on the one hand the predictability property of the scheduler and by providing on the other hand a feasibility interval so that if it is possible to find a valid schedule for all jobs contained in this interval, then the whole system will be stamped feasible. 
System Model
In this section, we briefly discuss the processor preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling and task models that we have used in our work.
Throughout this paper, all timing characteristics in our model are assumed to be non-negative integers, i.e., they are multiples of some elementary time intervals (for example the CPU tick, the smallest indivisible CPU time unit for individual processor).
2.1Task specifications
We consider the preemptive scheduling of a hard real-time system τ= {τ 1 , τ 2, ……. τ n } composed of n tasks upon m same CPUs according to the following interpretations. We assume that all the tasks are independent,
Preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling: -
i.e., there is no communication, no precedence constraint and no shared resource (except for the CPUs) between tasks. Also, we assume that any job τ i,j cannot be executed in parallel, i.e., no job can execute upon more than one CPU at any instant in time.
Each task τ i is a periodic constrained-deadline 
Scheduler specifications
We assume in this research that the preemptions and migrations of all tasks and jobs in the system are allowed at no cost or penalty. 
Definitions and Properties
First, we formalize the notions of synchronous and asynchronous systems, schedule and valid schedule, and configuration. In this section we provide definitions and properties that will help us establishing our precise schedulability test.
Def.1 Valid schedule: A schedule σ of a task system τ = (τ 1 , τ 2 ,,,,,, τ n ) is said to be valid if and only if no task in τ ever misses a deadline when tasks are
released at their specified released times.
Def.2 Deterministic schedulers: A scheduler is said to be deterministic if and only if it generates a
unique schedule for any given set of jobs. [10] and [6] . [10] Lemma 2 (Cucu and Goossens [6] ). Let S be the schedule of a periodic constrained-deadline task system τ constructed by using the comprehensiveearliest-deadline first scheduler. If the deadlines of all task computations are met, then S is periodic from some point with a period equal to P.
Def.3 Work-conserving schedulers: A scheduler is said to be work-conserving if and only if it never idles a CPU while there is at least one active ready task.

Def.4 Synchronous systems:
Lemma 1 (Ha and Liu
Lemma 3 (Inspired from Cucu and Goossens [14] ). Let S be the schedule of a periodic constrained-deadline task system constructed by using the comprehensive-earliest-deadline first scheduler. Then, for each task τ i and for each time instant t 1 ≥ Oi, we have e i ,t 1 ≥ e i, t 2 , where t 2 = t 1 + P.
Precise Schedulability Test
In this section we provide a precise schedulability test for the comprehensiveearliest-deadline first scheduling of periodic hard real-time tasks upon same multiprocessor platforms. It is worth noticing that we assume in this section that each job of the same task (say τ i ) has an execution requirement which is exactly C i time units thanks to the predictability property of this scheduler. Based on the later result, the intuitive idea behind our approach is to construct a schedule by using an implementation of comprehensive-Earliest
Deadline First which follows hypothesis described in Section 3, then check to see if the deadlines of all task computations are met.
However, for this method to work we need to establish an "a priori" time interval within which we need to construct the schedule. If the task system τ is synchronous, then such a time interval is known: (0, P) where P = lcm(T 1 ,T 2, …..T n ) see [6] for details.
Unfortunately, if the task system τ is asynchronous, such a time interval is unknown, in the following we will fill the gap.
As the task system τ is composed of periodic tasks, the idea thereby consists in simulating the system until the schedule becomes periodic, i.e., Also, I have showed by means of a counterexample that the feasibility interval, and thus the schedulability test, proposed by Leung [12] is incorrect and also showed which arguments are actually incorrect.
